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Envisioning South-South relations and development 
in the fields of environmental change and migration

Eberhard Weber, USP, Fiji Islands

Climate change relocation

"We are considering all possibilities and we're not 
discounting the possibility that in time we will not only 
relocate within the country, but it will be necessary to, I 
think, relocate in a country outside our border. 

It will become an option, as a last resort. [...]. There 
haven't been a great number of offers coming forward 
but I'm very happy to say that a number of Pacific 
countries have come forward“.

President Anote Tong of Kiribati, 2012
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Two observations

• Scientific knowldege about climate change is based 
on scenarios. What happens in the next 100 yrs is 
dissputed. In this presentation the paradigm of severe 
climate change and impacts is used.

• IPCC says that CC is not something in the future, but 
we are in the middle of it and people are already 
affected. However it shall take most likely a couple of 
decades before resettlements / displacements of a 
bigger number of people happen. It seems that there 
is sufficient time to find appropriate policy responses.

IPCC 2007                                                         IPCC 2014
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Pacific Islands
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Climate Change Displacement

Climate Change and Population Displacement in the Pacific Islands

low high
Atolls 320,000 320,000
Coasts 180,000 580,000
Rivers 165,000 825,000
Total 665,000 1,725,000

Source: Campbell 2009

2050 projections

Nadi Town, Fiji
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Environmental Refugee?

• for the purposes of the Convention relating to the 
Status of Refugees (1951, protocol 1967), a refugee is 
defined pursuant to Article 1A(2) as any person who:

„. . . owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for 
reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership 
of a particular social group or political opinion, is 
outside the country of his nationality and is unable, or 
owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the 
protection of that country“; [...]
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Environmental Refugees

• Highly disputed concept

• Not even terminology is clear
– Environmenally-induced mobility, relocation, displacement
– Environmental Refugees
– Climate Change Refugees

• Alternative concepts
– Complex nature of mobility, migration
– Actor-oriented perspective (opportunities and constraints)

Mobility in Pacific Island Countries

• Past

• Present

• Future
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Four phases of mobility in Pacific Islands

1. Settlement of the Pacific Islands

2. Colonial Labour Trade

3. Colonial Resettlements

4. Labour requiremens after World War II in 
rim areas

5. Climate Change migration

Source: Nunn, P. (2007) Climate, Environment and Society in the Pacific during the last 
Millenium, Elsevier: Amsterdam / Oxford, p. 26. 
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Phase 2: Colonial Period

Resettlement of the people of Banaba (Ocean Island)

1945
Resettlement to Rabi, 
Fiji Islands

1979 
Depletion of 
Phosphate

1979
Kiribati Independence

1979
British court grants
compensation: 
£9,000

Legal fees: £300,000

1981
British Government 
pays A$10 million in 
Banaban Trust Fund
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http://www.banaban.com

Resettlement in the Marshall Islands 
(Nuclear Testing)
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Colonial -3 / Independent

• The fourth phase started towards the end of colonial rule and continues 
into the years of independence. 

• Period of guest workers (e.g. Germany and migrants from Mexico into 
the USA to support the economic miracle of the Post War era in the 
1950s and 1960s). Also in Australia and New Zealand guest workers 
were needed in rapidly expanding economies. 

• A substantive number of skilled migrants came from Pacific Island 
countries. At this time all Pacific Island countries were still colonies of 
European powers, Australia, New Zealand France and the USA. 

• When many of the countries had achieved independence recruitment of 
Pacific Islanders continued. Attempts were made to liberalize 
immigration policies. New Zealand e.g. granted free entry to Pacific 
Islanders in 1986 but the program was discontinued the very same year 
as too many immigrants arrived.

5th Phase ???

• The future will show, if a fifth phase of migration becomes 
dominant: the migration of people who have to leave their 
homes because of climate change. 

• If this becomes reality then much has to be learnt from 
historical examples of migration, in particular those, where 
asymmetries of power resulted in dependencies and 
exploitation. 

• To make people climate change refugees might compromise 
their right to live in dignity. All over the world migrants who 
can contribute to the economies of destination countries are 
less endangered to become socially isolated and not welcome.
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Population 

(2013)

Stock of 

Emigrants 

(in '000)

Stock of 

emigrants as % 

of population

Pacific Access 

Category (PAC)  / 

Samoa Quota 

(SQ)

(annual quota)

Unskilled Labour 

Schemes Migration Opportunities

Cook Islands 15,200 28.4* 61.4%* Full access to NZ

Niue 1,500 9.2* 75.6%* Full access to NZ

Samoa 187,400 120.4 67.3%

1100 

(SQ) RSE, PSWPS2, SWP

Tonga 103,300 47.4 45.4% 250 RSE, PSWPS1, SWP

Tuvalu 10,900 n.a. n.a. 75 RSE, PSWPS2, SWP Special Deal with German mercant marine

Federated States of 

Micronesia 103,000 21.9 19.7% Full access to USA (COFA)

Kiribati 108,800 6.4 6.5% 75 RSE, PSWPS1, SWP

Special Deal with German / Japanese 

merchant marine

Marshall Islands 54,200 10.5 16.6% Full access to USA (COFA)

Nauru 10,500 n.a. n.a. PSWPS2, SWP

Palau 17,800 8.0 38.8% Full access to USA (COFA)

Fiji Islands 859,200 182.2 21.3% ** RSE**

Papua New Guinea 7,398,500 61.2 0.9% PSWPS1, SWP

Solomon Islands 610,800 5.4 1.0% PSWPS2, SWP

Vanuatu 264,700 3.9 1.6% RSE, PSWPS1, SWP

Timor Leste 1,066,409 n.a. n.a. SWP

Territory

American Samoa Poly 66,692 45.7 66.7% Full access to USA

French Polynesia Poly 271,831 4.2 1.5%

Full access to France 

(incl. French Pacific territories)

Tokelau Poly 1,162 2.9* 65.3%* Full access to NZ

Wallis &  Futuma Poly 13,193 n.a. n.a. (incl. French Pacific territories)

Guam Micro 192,090 48.7 27.1% Full access to USA

North. Mariana Islands Micro 63,517 8.9 10.1% Full access to USA

New Caledonia Mela 252,331 2.9 0.9%

Full access to France 

(incl. French Pacific territories)

Sources: for Population Data: SPC Population Data 2011 and Time Series from 1900; Migration rates and opportunities: Ware 2005, information on emigrants: World Bank 2012 

(except *: Appleyard and Stahl 1995); n.a. (not available). New Zealand Government announced the “Recognized Seasonal Employer” (RSE) policy in October 2006 and it began in April 

2007. Under the RSE there are up to 8000 places available per year. Australia launched the "Pacific Island Seasonal Workers Pilot Scheme" (PSWPS1) in Aug 2008, in September 2011 

more  countries were added  (PSWPS2). The scheme ended in June 2012 and has been replaced by the Seasonal Worker Program (SWP), which started on July 1, 2012 providing up to 

12,000 places in horticulture,  accommodation providers, aquaculture ventures and cotton and cane growers https://employment.gov.au/seasonal‐worker‐program. 
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Relocation Considerations

• To consider:
– Ethical considerations
– Legal considerations
– Livelihood considerations
– Social Considerations
– Considerations of Cultural Idendity 
– Practical considerations

• Where to relocate?
– Australia, New Zealand
– Within the Pacific Islands
– Elsewhere
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• People in the Pacific Islands do not want to 
become environmental refugees.

• Potentially receiving countries at the rim of the 
Pacific do not want to be overburden with 
refugees, no matter for which reason they get 
the status of refugee. 

Suggestions

• Displaced people should be free to move to wherever 
they like

• Australia / New Zealand increase their aid in the fields 
of education, vocational training etc.

• Australia / New Zealand help Pacific Island Countries 
to increase numbers of intakes from other Pacific 
Islands.

• Pacific Island countries provide new homes to Pacific 
Islanders
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© E. Weber, Tarawa Atoll, Kiribati

Thank you very much


